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Retrofit – why?





Retrofit – how far to go?
(should we always aim for EnerPHit?)

• Not going to focus on cost

• Am going to focus on performance

• The one line answer is ‘it depends….’



Early rush for very low heat 

demand may bring risks….



The standards



The standards



How well do the standards fit?

For new build PH a no brainer:

• All design decisions still open

• Standard rewards sensible decision making

For existing buildings :

• Many decisions closed

• Options may be restricted – cultural and physical



How well do the standards fit?

While the appearance of PH projects can be highly varied, the 

underlying constructions is similar and designed around low energy. 



How well do the standards fit?

In retrofit the underlying existing construction is varied and was not 

‘designed’ with insulation and air tightness in mind.



How well do the standards fit?

For existing buildings, can the existing construction :

• Cope with the additional weight

• Loss of space

• Effects on moisture balance

• Cultural



How well do the standards fit?

In retrofit, can the existing construction cope with :

• Additional/altered loads

• Loss of space

• Effects on moisture balance

• Cultural impacts

Sometimes the answer is yes…….



The Full Wrap



The Full Wrap



The other extreme?
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Why these are important?

• Sheer number

• Worst performing – most damaging – 30% of problem

• Often owned by the richest (can afford to be pioneers)

• Often owned by RSL’s (can’t afford not to be pioneers)

• Its will take time to develop robust approaches

• Risk that these homes become unusable



Also the most challenging

• Full wrap may not be possible/desirable

• Vulnerable fragile construction

• IWI likely (and associated risks)

• Windows – cultural challenges



Approaching IWI

• Assess building, construction, location other context

• Remediate existing building defects

• Manage moisture (air tightness, ventilation) 

• Consider hydrothermal issues (WUFI)



Approaching IWI

• Assess building, construction, location other context

• Remediate existing building defects

• Manage moisture (air tightness, ventilation) 

• Consider hydrothermal issues (WUFI)

The emphasis then shifts from absolute energy use to what 

is appropriate in terms of wall insulation



Assessing



Assessing



Assessing



Assessing



Detailed design

U = 0.3 - 0.4 W/m2K 



Detailed design



Get back to the bones



Get back to the bones



Remediate



Windows



Secondary with evacuated?



Range of heating demand.
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Conclusion

• Understand the building and its context

• Let building performance dictate energy target

• Consider comfort of building fabric as much as the 

occupant – don’t push to far

• Pay particular attention to moisture

• Get ‘back to bones’ for internal works

• Avoid risks of half measures as well

• Thinking about a bandwidth of 15-40 might be more 

useful 


